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The Multitude are a 5-piece prog rock/ metal band, based in London UK. 
The band originate from Bangalore- India, where they were known as 
Infinite Dreams. 
 
In the early 2000’s, the band toured and gigged extensively across India, 
performing at many prestigious venues and events. Since their relocation to 
the UK, the band have performed and headlined at several memorable 
venues in London, including the famous O2 Academy Islington, Hope & 
Anchor Islington, New Cross Inn, the Lounge- Archway, The Dublin Castle, 
The Unicorn Camden, The Islington, St Moritz Club and the Enterprise to 
name a few. 
  
‘The Multitude’ is a pluralistic concept of many ordinary people acting in 
networked concert, harnessing music and the arts to script alternative 
worldviews and to freely challenge oppressive, orthodox, unjust and dominating 
systems. Drawing from this conceptual wellspring, The Multitude aim to fuse an 
unforgettable musical experience with thought-provoking stimuli and a view to 
creating a synergy with diverse audiences. The band believes in making 
meaningful music, breaking conventions & lyrical barriers and addressing 
diverse globally-relevant themes and issues. 

  
In 2016, the band released a three track EP titled The Globalisation Trilogy, 
which is available on iTunes, Spotify and various other portals.  
  
In Aug 2018, The Multitude released their much-awaited full-length 
album Passing Into Time, which is now available on all digital stores 
worldwide and has been received with stellar reviews. 
  



Since the release of Passing Into Time, The Multitude have received 
extensive airplay in the UK and across Europe. Some of the shows The 
Multitude have been featured on are-   

-The Lost Art Radio Show on Midlands Metalheads Radio presented by The 
Progmeister 
-The Prog + Rock show on Beat Route Radio presented by Bob Prigmore 
-The Dan Leigh Show on Rock Radio UK  
-The Wee Scone Variety Show with Grant Henderson on 107.8 Black 
Diamond FM. 
-Rock Hard Rewind, Radio Ashford 
-NWCZ Radio, Tacoma, Washington 
-Scotland Rocks Radio, UK 
  
In Aug 2018, The Multitude's track 'Embrace the Lost Horizon' featured on 
a compilation album- ‘The Wonder of Things to Come- Part 1’, released by 
Ramshaw Records UK. 
 
2020 onwards, The Multitude are looking to take their music to 
independent gigging venues and festivals across the UK, Europe and further 
afield, in support of their album release Passing Into Time.   

The Multitude are: 

Ashvin Devasundaram- guitars, backing vocals 
Rajeev Ethiraj- drums 
Sukhbir Kalsi- vocals (studio) 
Jess Furneaux- guitars 
Manel Shakya- bass 
Marco Minoia- vocals (live) 
 


